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• What happened?

• How do we project M going forward?
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Climate adaptation perspective

Recognize, 

attribute,

and anticipate change

What happened?

What is M going forward?



“What happened?” requires a simple answer

Immature female snow crab

• Few observations
• Collinear covariates 

(predation, disease, etc.)
• Complex answers require an 

elephant’s worth of model on 
a mouse’s amount of data

• Impossible to rule out 
alternate explanations

• Focusing on proximate
mechanisms may be fruitless
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Collapse coincides with rapid borealization
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Approach

1.Create an index to measure the progress of 
borealization (recognize)

2.Evaluate the relationship between borealization and 
snow crab abundance (recognize)

3.Evaluate the evidence for human contributions to 
borealization (attribute)

4.Use climate models to project borealization & snow crab 
abundance, make inference about time-varying M 
(anticipate)



1. Measure borealization

Arctic

Subarctic
• Less ice
• Early ice retreat
• Warm summer bottom temp
• Open-water blooms
• Later blooms
• Smaller phytoplankton

• Smaller blooms
• Pelagic production
• More Pseudocalanus
• More Hematodinium
• Fewer Arctic groundfish
• More Pacific cod

• More ice
• Late ice retreat
• Cold summer bottom temp
• Ice-associated blooms
• Earlier blooms
• Aggregated phytoplankton

• Larger blooms
• Benthic production
• More Calanus
• Less Hematodinium
• More Arctic groundfish
• Fewer Pacific cod

Hypothesized proximate mechanisms

Ecosystem properties associated with borealization 



1. Measure borealization

Time series for borealization index



Borealization index: Dynamic Factor Analysis trend

1. Measure borealization

Estimates with 95% confidence intervals

Hypothesized proximate mechanisms



Response variable: immature survey abundance in core range 

2. Borealization effect on snow crab



Immature abundance with estimated 2020 value and uncertainty

2. Borealization effect on snow crab

Multiple imputation using:

• Model mature male 
snow crab abundance

• Model mature female 
snow crab abundance

• Model age3+ pollock 
biomass

• Model age2+ yellowfin 
biomass

• Model female Alaska 
plaice biomass



Abundance declines with high borealization values

2. Borealization effect on snow crab

𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡+1 ~ 𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡 + 𝑠(𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑡) + 𝜀

Conditional effect of 
borealization: Posterior 
mean with 80 / 90 / 95% 
credible intervals

Bayesian autoregressive regression model:
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Attribution of extreme 
temperatures since 2014

3. Human contribution to borealization



Fraction of Attributable Risk (FAR)
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FAR = 1 −
preindustrial probability

current probability

FAR = 0 equally likely with / without human influence 

FAR = 0.5 twice as likely with human influence

FAR = 1 only possible with human influence

3. Human contribution to borealization
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23 CMIP6 models

• Weighted for each region 
(bias, autocorrelation, 
low-frequency prediction)

• Corrected for differences 
in climate sensitivity and 
predicted warming rate 
(model democracy) 

North Pacific sea surface temperature
3. Human contribution to borealization



Borealization maps onto annual sea surface temperature

3. Human contribution to borealization

Posterior mean with 
80 / 90 / 95% 
credible intervals

SST anomaly wrt 1854-1949



Recent Bering Sea SST extremes are human-caused

3. Human contribution to borealization

Posterior mean with  
95% 
credible intervals

FAR > 0.99



Rapid borealization events occur during human-caused SST extremes

3. Human contribution to borealization

Posterior mean with 
80 / 90 / 95% 
credible intervals



Expected return time 
for SST anomalies ≥ 
2016, 2018-2020 
values

(high borealization 
years)

4. Project borealization
Observed & projected 
North Pacific warming rate

Posterior means with 
95% 
credible intervals

Historical / SSP 585 model runs

Observed (ERSST data)



• The southeast Bering has rapidly borealized since 2016

• Strong evidence for negative impacts on snow crab

• A priori expectation for ice-associated species

• Proposed mechanisms map onto borealization

• Statistical support

• Strong support for human role in borealization

• Probability of borealization already increased; projected to continue

• Recent M is the most probable value for projections

• M has an anthropogenic component: 

“non-fishing mortality” rather than “natural mortality”

• Northern Bering important for longer-term health of the fishery

Conclusions


